Articles about DL

1. Articles from PUBMED:

Is blended learning a viable option in public health education? A case study of student satisfaction with a blended graduate course.

Students’ Perceptions and Satisfaction With a Web-Based Human Nutrition Course

Evaluating Distance Learning in Health Informatics Education

Training of public health workforce at the National School of Public Health: meeting Africa’s needs

Linking public health education and practice: the Australian experience.

More like this...

RSS feed showing latest articles: (search is NCBI: db=pubmed; Term=(“2005”[Publication Date]: “3000”[Publication Date]) AND (“distance learning”) AND (“public health”)

More results from PubMed

Distance-learning collaborations for rapid knowledge sharing to the occupied Palestinian territory during the COVID-19 response: experience from the OxPal partnership

Keeping children healthy during and after COVID-19 pandemic: meeting youth physical activity needs

Senior interior design students’ perceptions about distance learning in the shadow of COVID-19

Medical Student and Resident Dermatology Education in Canada During the COVID-19 Pandemic

Anticipated future of public health services post COVID-19: a viewpoint

2. Articles from Chronicle of Higher Education:

Hot off the press:

• Business-Backed Group Tells Colleges to Follow For-Profit Model When It Comes to Teaching (Aujila, 12/11/2009)
• Online Education, Growing Fast, Eyes the Truly 'Big Time' (Parry, Oct. 30, 2009)
• Free Online Courses, at a Very High Price (10/13/09)
• As Online Education Grows, National Providers Struggle With State Regulations


Parry, M. (Oct. 19, 2009) Online Programs: Profits are There, Technological Innovation Is Not

3. Results from searches of on-line articles:

More from EBSCO under "Distance learning"

More from ERIC on-line journals for "distance learning"

More from JSTOR journals for "distance learning"
More from PUBMED copy (“2005”[Publication Date] : “3000”[Publication Date]) AND (“distance learning”) into Search for box, including the parentheses. Change start year of 2005 to another year if you prefer. 3000 is the end of the date range to capture the latest publications.

Books in Harvard libraries using Hollis discovery search tool (fabulous!): Type "distance learning" into search box, use options on right menu to refine search.

4. Resources from EDUCAUSE:

Search EDUCAUSE for "distance learning"